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Labor Force Benchmarks 

This article is the first in a new series, “Diversity at a Glance,” from DCI Consulting (DCI) that will explore labor 
force benchmarks within and across sectors. With the increased awareness around social justice movements, 
more employers are examining the diversity profile of their workforces. However, employers are frequently con-
cerned about the lack of robust and meaningful benchmarks against which to compare their workforces. With 
the recent release of the EEO Tabulation 2014-20181 by the United States Census Bureau, more timely labor force 
data is now available for companies to use in evaluating diversity.  

This series of articles will focus on various employment sectors. “Sectors” are essentially the broadest tier in the 
North American Industry Classification System’s (NAICS) hierarchical structure. Sector data captures subsector 
and industry group data within it. DCI will share demographic insights on various sectors to bring more diversity 
awareness to employers. There will be more to come on the advantages and vulnerabilities of this source data, 
as well as alternative source data, at the conclusion of this series. Although this series will not provide compar-
isons at refined levels such as EEO-1 Category or job level, it will allow for a high-level diversity review within 
particular employment sectors. 

The chart below displays the representation of women and people of color in the total labor force. These employ-
ment percentages create a baseline to compare to various employment sectors. 

Figure 1. Demographics of the United States Labor Force
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This baseline chart (Fig. 1) shows that the employment rate of White 
women in the labor force is 29.51%, but women across all races is 47.39%. 
It also shows that the employment rate of Black women in the labor force 
is 6.32%, but percent of Black employees in the labor force is at 11.85%.  
Various other demographic groups are reported on this chart.   

DCI’s series on labor force benchmarks will initially explore the sectors 
(see Fig. 2 on left) which represent employees doing vastly different work. 
The series will compare representation in these sectors to the participa-
tion rates depicted in the general chart (Fig. 1) above.  

In this series, we will explore the data within sectors and ask questions, 
such as:  

• How do specific sectors differ in representation compared to the 
overall labor force? 

• What race and sex intersectionality differences exist between sec-
tors?   

• What are the strengths and weaknesses of this data source if using 
it for diversity measurements?   

Our observations from this review will provide a perspective on opportuni-
ties that exist to develop efforts to address equity in the workforce. We will 
end the series with ideas for utilizing diversity data sources such as this 
EEO Tabulation 2018 in diversity benchmarking projects and in identifying 
barriers that may exist for the employment of women and people of color. 
This series should help employers in certain key sectors consider how 
they can, at minimum, mirror the diversity of their sector.

• Accommodation and food services 
• Administrative and support and 

waste management services 
• Agriculture, forestry, fishing and 

hunting 
• Arts, entertainment, and recreation 
• Construction 
• Educational services 
• Finance and insurance 
• Health care and social assistance 
• Information 
• Management of companies and 

enterprises 
• Manufacturing 
• Mining, quarrying, and oil and gas 

extraction 
• Other services, except public 

administration 
• Professional, scientific, and technical 

services 
• Public Administration 
• Real estate and rental and leasing 
• Retail trade 
• Transportation and warehousing 
• Utilities 
• Wholesale trade

Figure 2. Industry Sector List

1Table Set 9 available at https://www2.census.gov/EEO_2014_2018/EEO_Tables_By_Geographic_Area/

To follow the weekly installments in this series, subscribe here.  Next week we will be releasing our review 
of the Finance and Insurance sector. 

For information on DCI and our Workforce Equity services, please visit our website: dciconsult.com/work-
force-equity
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